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■Your- idea-of.a-regular feature in the Bulletin is ah excellent one, 
and .the editor agrees. I believe he has found someone (one of the; 
culprits), to prepare the feature, which will start following the 
publication of: the new Flora, in which many of the recent-changes 
will be made.'clear... . . . .

: .. .. Yours,
Auntie Nora. (Syn.Aun.t Nora,. non Uncle Norman) 

TWO NEW BOOKS ON POLAR CRYPTOGAMS

Cambridge University Press have recently published two new books on 
polar cryptogams. This note is not a review, it is merely intended 
to bring them to the attention of Bulletin readers.

Biology of Polar Bryophytes and Lichens by R.E. Longton 1988 (£55 
pp.391). This book comprehensively reviews the biology of 
bryophytes and lichens in the polar tundra. Adaptions to the 
severe environment in terms of growth form, physiology and 
reproduction are investigated, most points being backed up by 
numerous graphs and tables. The two groups are in the main treated 
separately, for example, an outline classification of vegetation in 
the cold and frigid arctic contains 29 subformations; 6 composed of 
lichens, 19 of bryophytes, 2 of algae and 2 of angiosperms.
Whether the groups keep as apart as this or if it is an artifact 
resulting from specialisation among scientists is not clear. The 
book is not about floristics, for example you will not find much 
detail on the spectacular flora of bird perching sites in polar 
regions; it covers instead broad topics such as pattern, process, 
physiology, nutrient cycling and energy flow.

The second book Microbial Ecosystems of Antarctic by W.F.Vincent 
(£37.50 pp.304), provides an account of the full range of environ
ments in the continent and of the microbial communities that live
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